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Question 9. What is the size of the panel?
Width and Length. The great majority of structural panels are
produced in a nominal width of 4 feet and a nominal length of 8 feet.
Both plywood and OSB, however, are also produced in other sizes, the
most common among these being 4' x 9' and 4' x 10' (specified for use
in homes built with 9- or 10-foot walls). In fact, continuous presses at
some of the newer OSB mills allow production of special order panels
of up to 12' x 28'.
Panel sizes leaving a mill are considered nominal sizes, not exact
sizes. This means that, while the most common panel size produced
in North America is nominally a 4' x 8', the panel itself may not be
precisely 4 feet by 8 feet. Since panels typically leave the mill at a very
low moisture content, they can be expected to expand slightly as
they reach equilibrium with the moisture content of their final placement. This is particularly true in regions with relatively high humidity, such as the Southeast.
To account for possible expansion, most panels are manufactured
a maximum of 1/16" short in both length and width for plywood produced to PS 1, and 1/8" short for plywood and OSB produced to PS 2.
Therefore, a “nominal” 4' x 8' panel can actually be as “small” as 477/8" wide, by 95-7/8" long.
Grade stamps used by manufacturers highlight the fact that panels are undersized, and often contain the notation “sized for spacing.” It should be noted that the panels being undersized does not
change the fact that they should still be attached to the framework
on full 8-foot centers. A slight gap between panels allows for shrinking and swelling in place, which, if not accounted for, can cause
buckling in the finished roof or siding.
Thickness. The thickness of panels depends on the application
they’re ultimately intended for. While the most commonly produced
panel thicknesses are 7/16," 15/32," or full 1/2", panels are regularly
produced in thicknesses from 1/4" to 1-1/8". In general, structural
sheathing thicknesses range from 3/8" to 3/4" for plywood, and 1/4"
to 23/32" for OSB. For use as underlayment (the top course in a twopart flooring system), the thickness range for both plywood and OSB
is typically 19/32" to 1-1/8."

